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This is the alternate control scheme developed by a
developer called Karim for Yandere Simulator. Here, you

use 3D Touch on the home button to go to the app switcher.
You can also access the Play Store by pressing the home
button. This is a cute mod made by a developer named
nikki and made for the The Little Tarted Princess Dancer
Bundled mod . It adds a system to transform Yandere-
chan's hair into a little princess or a little dancer outfit.

Sometimes as a result of various events and situations, the
hair can transform, for example, it can temporarily

transform from a thick ponytail into a tarted princess doll as
well. At first I never understood why the creator chose the

ponytail outfit, but now that it's actually available, I can see
that it makes perfect sense. Since other than the special uni

and the easter egg, there are no other clothing
customization options available to players, modders made a

comprehensive list of the custom uniforms and custom
school clothes available. A mod called The Little Tarted

Princess Dancer Bundled mod was released a few days prior
and includes the custom school uniform support. This is a
real time saver for those that wanted to get back into the

game after a long break and already had the Yandere-chan
suit without having to load a custom boot, unlock it and
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then load up the school uniform system. If you've been
playing the game for a while, you've probably noticed that
there are a few similarities in the way the girls die. In fact,
one of the oldest deaths would fit Yandere-chan perfectly.

Her first screen, which is the "killing" screen, is nearly
identical to the design from Street Fighter II. The popular
game received a release for the Nintendo Entertainment

System way back in 1989. While the developers at Capcom
have never been given credit for copying the similarities in
Yandere-chan's death, it looks like there is a few relics left

in the game. In the build released on April 30th, 2020,
Yandere-chan can go into a special mode where the house

theme changes to her death theme.
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